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Training on CPR and
Lightning Preparedness
organized for enhancing
Disaster Preparedness 



LIGHTNING LOCATION
MAP OF MIRZAPUR

The lightning location map has been developed on basis of the past timeline of 3
years of deaths that happened due to lightning in Mirzapur. Its purpose of
development is to trace the areas facing fatalities due to lightning.



LIGHTNING HEAT MAP
OF MIRZAPUR

The lightning heat map has been developed on basis of the past timeline of 3
years of deaths that happened due to lightning in Mirzapur. Its purpose of
development is to trace the vulnerable areas that often faces the incidence
lightning in Mirzapur.
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Status of
Lightning The district of Mirzapur possesses severe

vulnerability to lightning. As per the

people who have been granted the

lightning-related ex-gratia in Uttar

Pradesh, Mirzapur is the district having

the third highest death toll due to

lightning across the state. Also, as per

the Annual Lightning Report 2020-21

released by IMD, CROPC and related

agencies, 71% of lightning-related deaths

happen when a person takes the shadow

of a tree in a lightning-related scenario.

The district Mirzapur after realizing its

lightning-related vulnerability has

gathered information on lightning strikes

that had happened in the last 2 years. 
Information
gathered for
vulnerability
analysis

Village name, latitude and longitude

of person’s location at which the

lightning had strike

·Person was located whether indoor

or outdoor, at the time of the

lightning strike

·Person was whether standing under

the tree, during lightning strike

outdoor

The information gathered for conducting

the vulnerability analys is--
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Evolution of the
plan of capacity
building program

All the death tolls accompanied by

lightning-related SOP developed by

UPSDMA, led to the call for organizing a

one-day orientation program in all the

blocks of Mirzapur under the guidance of

ADM-F&R (Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla) and

CDO (Shree Laxmi VS). The program on

lightning preparedness has been well

coordinated at the end of Disaster Expert,

Mirzapur.

Issued covered
in the Capacity
Building
Program

Training on the installation of

Damini mobile application for

receiving the early warning

Training on avoiding the shadow

of trees during

lightning·Informing the concerns

to take the shadow of pucca

houses in lightning-related

season

Identification of youth volunteers

for disseminating the learned

objectives

Disseminating information on way

of making lightning arrestors from

the local resources

The major emphasis of the block-

based capacity building program on

lightning was on the below-

mentioned aspects-
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ABOUT THE
IMPORTANCE OF

TRAINING ON CPR
CPR is referred to as Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation.  CPR is
extremely critical in instances when a person's heart stops
beating or he/she stops breathing. The rapid chest
compressions done in a methodological way by a traineD
CPR expert, can revive the heartbeat or can help the victim
until additional help arrives.

Heartbeat failure many a time occurs in the victims of natural
hazards or man-made accidents. This frequency of heart
failure has increased nowadays in COVID times. In lieu of the
increasing frequency, experts and institutions all across the
nation are raising their voices on the importance of training
on CPR for trying to save lives post cardiac arrest.

This such need of training was realized by the State Medical
Officer of Uttar Pradesh (Dr. Shiv Shakti Prasad Dwivedi), CEO
of DDMA-Mirzapur (Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla) and the
Chairman of DDMA-Mirzapur (Shri Praveen Kumar Laxkar). 
 Henceforth, the training on CPR was organized among the
officials of the Collectorate, Mirzapur, and a few of the NYKS
based volunteer youths of Mirzapur.



ORIENTATION
TRAINING ON CPR

One day orientation training
on CPR was organized in the
Zila Panchayat Auditorium of 
 the District Panchayat Office.
The trainees were from among
the officials of the collectorate
premises of Mirzapur and 
 youth volunteers of Nehru
Yuva Kendra Sangatha (NYKS).
After Dr. Shiv Shakti Prasd
Dwivedi and his colleague
doctor gave their part of the
training session, then a few of
the participants were called
on the stage, to perform the
learned way of giving CPR on
the medical mannequinn.

GETTING
TRAINED ON CPR
CAN SAVE YOUR

LIFE, YOUR
CHILDREN’S
LIVES, YOUR

PARENTS' LIVES,
OR EVEN A

STRANGER’S
LIFE
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